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Preface

Selection of sources for and organization of document

The goal of this report is to help address middle and high school classroom teachers’, administrators’, and parents’ immediate need for basic information about how to build adolescents’ reading and writing skills. The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, the U.S. Department of Education, and other organizations currently sponsor long-term research studies that ultimately will add to our knowledge of adolescent literacy. In the meantime, however, the need for information to use in the classroom must be met.

This report summarizes some of the current literature on adolescent literacy research and practice. It is not a research synthesis or a literature review; such an effort is well beyond the scope of this document. Rather the report suggests some methods of building adolescent reading and writing skills in the classroom. To the extent possible, recommendations are evidence-based.

There is little published literature on the effectiveness of instructional approaches or programs for adolescents, and the results from some new effectiveness research, now in press, were not available during the development of this report. With the limited research base available, research on other groups such as younger readers, dyslexic readers, and adult beginning readers have informed the recommendations made in this document. Extrapolating from this research does not negate the need or import of research investigating the effectiveness of instructional approaches or programs for adolescent, but rather provides useful guidance that can inform what instructors do today.

This report is a revision of the 2006 Preview Copy What Content-Area Teachers Should Know About Adolescent Literacy. There has been some new work in adolescent literacy published since the Preview Copy was released and these important publications have been included in the Additional References section.

An interagency working group, composed of representatives from the National Institute for Literacy, the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Adult and Vocational Education, and the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, oversaw the development of the summary. The working group used The National Reading Panel report (NRP) [1] as background material to guide the organization of topics and shape the topic area search terms. The basic areas of reading (phonological processes, that is, the sound system, morphology, fluency, vocabulary and reading comprehension) form the core of the summary, with adjustments to accommodate differences in the middle and high school population addressed. The NRP report dealt
predominantly with elementary grade readers. The report adds findings from the literature on topics relevant to adolescent readers, such as writing, morphological skills and motivation for reading. The report also includes a section on reading assessment and monitoring, even though little literature is available specifically on assessment and monitoring of adolescent readers. However, teachers need to assess and monitor their middle and high school students to determine whether or not a practice is effective for students in their specific classrooms.

Two major sources informed the working groups’ development of a search process for source documents for this paper: Cooper’s (1998) *Synthesizing Research: A Guide for Literature Review* [2]; and Creswell’s (2003) *Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches* [3]. To identify relevant literature, the National Library of Education conducted searches based on the search terms “adolescent literacy,” “adolescent readers,” “reading in the content areas,” and “comprehension strategies for high school” using the ISI Web of Science, Education Abstracts, and EBSCO Academic Search Premier databases. Searches were also conducted on PSYCH INFO and ERIC electronic databases using the topic area search terms.

Based on these searches the adolescent literacy interagency working group selected a list of suggested source documents. To the greatest degree possible, sources were selected that used scientifically-based research methods. Scientifically-based research involves the application of rigorous, systematic, and objective procedures to obtain reliable and valid knowledge relevant to education activities and programs [4].

The sources summarized in the report are included in the reference section. Additional peer-reviewed publications, summary books, and book chapters (some in press), provided background information and are noted by an asterisk.* It is important to note that a few key documents have been published since the preview edition of this document and allow for a more thorough understanding of the academic research on adolescent literacy. These documents are listed in the resource section of this report.
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Introduction

Adolescents entering the adult world in the 21st century will read and write more than at any other time in human history. They will need advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their households, act as citizens, and conduct their personal lives. They will need literacy to cope with the flood of information they will find everywhere they turn. They will need literacy to feed their imagination so they can create the world of the future [5].

Despite the call for today’s adolescents to achieve higher levels of literacy than previous generations, approximately 8.7 million fourth through twelfth grade students struggle with the reading and writing tasks that are required of them in school [6]. For many adolescent students, ongoing difficulties with reading and writing figure prominently in the decision to drop out of school [7]. These indicators suggest that literacy instruction should continue beyond the elementary years and should be tailored to the more complex forms of literacy that are required of adolescent students in the middle and high school years.

A growing research base on adolescent literacy supports an emphasis on direct instruction in the reading and writing skills needed to perform these more complex literacy tasks. However, many middle and high school teachers have little or no preparation for teaching these skills within their content-area disciplines and have few resources upon which to draw when they are faced with students whose academic reading and writing skills do not match their expectations [8]. Given this, it is important to realize that the responsibilities for strengthening literacy skills in these students is the responsibility of everyone at the school ranging from the language-arts instructors, reading specialists, content-area teachers, speech and hearing specialists, school psychologists, administrators, and others. The roles will likely be different for individuals in each of these groups, but everyone can take concrete steps to better identify adolescents that are struggling and address their literacy needs. The purpose of this resource document is to summarize and discuss the most recent adolescent literacy research and to describe promising, research-based instructional practices that can improve adolescents’ academic reading and writing skills.

This document provides more general information for content-area teachers so that they will gain a deeper understanding of the underlying skills their students will need and the kind of instruction needed to develop these skills. Armed with this knowledge, we hope teachers will seek out the assistance struggling readers and writers need and be able to support the literacy skills of all students in the classrooms by incorporating some of these practices and strategies into their own content-focused instruction.

This report is divided into two main sections. The first section describes five key components that are critical to the development of reading proficiency: decoding/phonemic awareness and phonics, morphology, vocabulary, fluency, and text comprehension. Although much of the research on these five components was conducted with beginning readers, evidence gathered for this report suggests that the degree to which individuals have mastered the skills and abilities associated with these components affects their reading ability in later years. Thus, the first section focuses on five components of reading so as to help middle and high school
teachers understand the skills and abilities mastered by good readers and the challenges faced by struggling readers, and provide illustrations of research-based instructional practices.

The second section discusses four other areas that are fundamental in helping adolescents achieve advanced levels of literacy: assessment, writing, motivation, and the needs of diverse learners. First, it is important that teachers gain insight into how reading assessment can be used to identify specific strengths and weaknesses related to students’ reading abilities. Second, in addition to attaining high levels of reading proficiency, adolescents must become skilled writers capable of communicating information and ideas in a variety of forms and for a variety of purposes. Because writing style and purpose vary across different academic disciplines, content-area teachers must be able to teach students how to write using the text structures and stylistic conventions that are prevalent in their disciplines. Third, struggling readers are often less motivated to read than successful readers; therefore, teachers must understand how they can influence student motivation for reading. Finally, because adolescents come from diverse cultural, linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds, special consideration needs to be given to the differentiated instruction necessary to meet the needs of diverse learners. Instruction in key literacy components combined with the ongoing use of reading assessment, instruction in writing, the use of strategies for building motivation, and attending to the needs of diverse learners provides a foundation for addressing the complex literacy learning needs of all adolescent students.

This document should not be considered a comprehensive guide to addressing the instructional needs of struggling adolescent readers but should be utilized as a resource for teachers who seek evidence-based strategies for teaching students to read and write texts that are characteristic of content-area disciplines.
Key Literacy Components

Research has shown that *what you teach* and the *amount of time* you spend teaching it account for the greatest variance in student achievement [8]. Although developing a school-wide approach that addresses the *amount of time* needed for literacy instruction across the curriculum is beyond the scope of this report, teachers working within content-area departments or grade-level teams can collaborate and share responsibility for integrating literacy instructional activities into their individual classes. Teachers can discuss the ideas and instructional strategies that are presented in this report with their colleagues and develop ways to coordinate integration of the strategies across classrooms and content areas.

This section of the report focuses on *“what you teach,”* or the content of literacy instruction in middle and high school. The following key literacy components are addressed: decoding/phonemic awareness and phonics, morphology, vocabulary, fluency, and text comprehension. Each section provides the following information for the component being addressed: a description of the literacy component, an explanation of how good readers approach it, a discussion of the challenges faced by adolescents in learning the associated skills and strategies, recommended instructional techniques for addressing literacy in content-area classrooms, and examples of research areas that still need to be explored.

All of the literacy components are important aspects of skilled reading, but some of the components described below are most feasibly taught by reading specialists rather than within the context of content-area courses. In particular, the recommendations concerning decoding are not intended to suggest that content-area teachers focus on developing those skills in content-area classrooms. Although all teachers share responsibilities for the literacy development of their students, students with difficulties in decoding will need more intensive intervention than is possible within a content-area class. Rather, the information presented here is intended to help content-area instructors become more aware of the literacy skills that skilled readers possess and recognize when students struggle with these foundational skills. These students and others identified as struggling in reading should be referred to a reading specialist for more formal assessment to gain a better understanding of their literacy skills.

**Decoding**

Decoding or word identification refers to the ability to correctly decipher a particular word out of a group of letters. Two of the skills involved in decoding or word identification are *phonemic awareness* and *phonics*. *Phonemic awareness* is the understanding that spoken words are made up of individual units of sound. These units of sound are called phonemes [6, 9]. Adolescents who are phonemically aware, for example, understand that three phonemes, /k/, /a/, and /t/, form the word *cat*. Students understand that the word *fish* also has three phonemes because *s* and *h* together make the distinct sound, /sh/. Phonemic awareness also includes the ability to identify and manipulate these individual units of sound [6, 9]. For example, phonemically aware students can make a new word out of *weather* by removing and replacing the first consonant sound with another consonant sound (e.g., *feather*).
According to the National Reading Panel report [1], direct instruction in phonemic awareness is most beneficial when offered to young children. Kamil (2003) [6] arrived at similar conclusions in his review of the literature, stating that phonemic awareness instruction is most effective in supporting reading improvement if it is provided in kindergarten and first grade. In fact, most children gather some level of awareness of phonemes before their adolescent years. If this awareness has not been fully developed and exercised, however, middle and high school students may experience difficulty with phonemic awareness when they encounter words that are unfamiliar to them. Research has found that instruction in decoding, word recognition, and spelling help improve phonemic awareness for students who have difficulty understanding how to blend sounds to articulate unfamiliar words [1, 6, 9].

Phonics is the understanding of the relationship between the letters in written words and the sounds of these words when spoken [1]. Students use this understanding as the basis for learning to read and write. Phonics helps students to recognize familiar words and decode new ones, providing these students a predictable, rules-based system for reading [1, 6, 10].

What Do Good Readers Do?
Good readers have a conscious understanding of the individual sounds, or phonemes, within spoken words and how these sounds are manipulated to form words [9]. In a spoken word, phonemes are the smallest parts of sound that make a difference in meaning. For example, changing the first phoneme in the word map from /m/ to /k/ changes the word from map to cap. Successful readers manipulate the blending and segmentation of phonemes used in speech and use this knowledge to support their ability to read new words and to learn to spell words. Adolescent readers make many of these sound connections at the syllable level and decode new sounds using word chunks or syllables, such as re-, pro-, -tion, -ment, that are already familiar to them [11].

Readers with strong phonics skills are able to use their knowledge of letters and their sounds to pronounce unknown words. This ability allows readers to listen to the pronunciation of an unknown word and match the pronounced word to one that they recognize in their receptive (listening) and productive (speaking) vocabularies. Readers with strong phonics skills rely on these skills to decode quickly unknown words that they encounter while reading [6, 10, 11].

What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face Regarding Decoding?
Content-area teachers need to be aware of the literacy challenges faced by adolescent readers with decoding problems. These struggling readers need more intensive intervention in order to remediate their reading difficulties. To provide some perspective on the scope of the problem, some researchers estimate that approximately 10% of adolescents struggle with word identification skills [16-18]. Although this percentage may not seem that large on the surface, it is important to realize that this estimate is for the population of all adolescents and that when talking specifically about struggling readers this estimate is likely to be much higher [19]; with this in mind, reading or literacy specialists, together with others in their schools, serve as an important resource to more systematically address the needs of these students. This section aims to provide some useful background for content-area teachers regarding the challenges faced by adolescent readers struggling with decoding skills.
Based on their research, Shaywitz et al. (1999) [12] asserted that students who are unsuccessful in reading words that are unfamiliar to them may also struggle with poor phonemic awareness skills. This is especially problematic for adolescent readers with dyslexia and those who encounter many words that are new to them as they read content-area texts. Studies involving adolescents with dyslexia have revealed that an individual’s lack of phonemic awareness represents the specific cognitive deficit responsible for dyslexia [10, 13-15]. Without sufficient awareness of the sounds that make these new words, adolescent readers are unable to move to other levels of literacy, such as phonics or fluency. More simply put, phonemic awareness has been found to mediate word identification in all readers; therefore, this phonological skill deserves the attention of educators in middle and high schools.

Struggling with phonics negatively affects students’ reading comprehension skills, vocabulary knowledge, and reading fluency. Adolescents with weak phonics skills lack effective strategies for decoding unknown multi-syllabic words. Even words used by students when conversing with others can be the same words these students are unable to sound out when presented with the words in print. As a result, these words remain unknown to them in print [6, 10, 16, 18]. At grade five and beyond, students encounter 10,000 or more new words a year in their grade-level and content-area texts, and most of these words are multi-syllabic [20]. Not surprisingly, the inability to decode multi-syllabic words negatively influences readers’ comprehension. Readers whose poor phonics skills prevent them from reading grade-level text independently cannot build their reading vocabularies at the same rate as their peers.

**How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Decoding?**

Adolescents with decoding difficulties need more intensive practice and instructional time to develop their reading skills more thoroughly. Specifically decoding instruction should emphasize syllable patterns and morphology. This instruction would be, in general, most appropriately delivered by a reading specialist, and content-area instructors should focus on referring adolescent students with difficulties in phonemic awareness and/or phonics to a reading specialist for formal assessment of their reading skills. The following section focuses on instructional approaches that can strengthen phonics and phonemic awareness skills and provides examples on how they can be incorporated into classroom instruction.

For struggling adolescent students with decoding difficulties, the reading specialist should integrate phonemic awareness and phonics instruction as a support to the classroom lessons and texts that are assigned. Although there is little research on adolescents and phonemic awareness, recommendations for instructing adolescent students who struggle with phonemic awareness and phonics can be derived from research involving students with dyslexia [10, 12-15] and adult beginning readers [21-23].

Both phonics and phonemic awareness instruction should occur within the context of an integrated approach to developing students’ comprehension and use of academic language (that is, the language used in educational settings) and should focus on only one or two skills or strategies at a time [1]. Important components of academic language are the vocabulary used to communicate concepts within a particular discipline (specialized academic vocabulary such as *osmosis* and *perimeter*) and the vocabulary used across disciplines to express precisely ideas and information (non-specialized academic vocabulary such as *examine* and *cause*). Academic vocabulary is
distinguished from the “everyday” vocabulary that is used to communicate on a less formal level outside of the classroom [24, 25]. For example, the non-specialized academic vocabulary words examine and cause contrast with the everyday vocabulary words look at and make.

The following research-based recommendations provide context for how phonemic awareness and phonics instruction can be directly taught to explicitly build these skills or primarily aimed at strengthening these skills by incorporating them into activities that also build other literacy components such as vocabulary. It is not envisioned that content-area instructors will focus on these phonemic awareness and phonics skills during their instruction but it may help instructors gain a clearer sense of where struggling readers might have difficulties.

**Modeling Phonemic Awareness Skills When Introducing New Vocabulary**

Phonemic awareness skills can be strengthened through instruction when introducing new vocabulary. To develop these skills, the reading specialist should provide instruction with a focus on identification of rhyming words, blending of isolated sounds to form words, and segmentation of a word into its individual sounds [5, 12]. While this instruction is not intended to be delivered in the content-area classroom, it could be appropriate in the English language arts class. For example, when teaching the conventions of poetry, English language arts teachers can read aloud poems that rhyme and draw students’ attention to the rhyming words. They can also ask students to identify the particular syllable or syllables within the words that are responsible for the rhyme.

Instruction can also emphasize specialized academic vocabulary for words that change meaning when one phoneme is substituted for another and emphasize these changes when introducing new vocabulary. For example, a teacher can demonstrate how deleting the phoneme /r/ from the word revolution results in the word evolution and likewise demonstrate how adding the phoneme /r/ to the word evolution results in the word revolution. Segmenting words into their phoneme units helps develop students’ awareness of the relationship between sound and meaning. Follow-up discussion of the phonological and semantic similarities and differences between words such as revolution and evolution will help students not only develop phonological awareness but also extend their vocabulary knowledge [5, 12].

**Providing Instruction in Phonics Strategies Helps Students Articulate and Identify Multi-syllabic Words**

Research on phonics indicates that certain phonics instructional strategies improve the reading abilities of both younger and older readers [16, 26, 27]. Although research has suggested that phonics instruction is useful for all students [28], those with weak phonological skills tend to benefit most from this type of instruction [18, 29, 30].

Multi-syllabic words are especially important, as these words encompass most of the new vocabulary encountered by adolescents in their reading. Multi-syllabic words also provide much of the new information in content-area texts [6, 16, 20]. Teaching word analysis strategies for decoding multi-syllabic words helps adolescent readers decode other unknown words, build a sight-word vocabulary, and learn how to spell words [10, 18, 27].

When selecting vocabulary words to teach, teachers should focus on multi-syllabic, high frequency, specialized and non-specialized academic words and on sound patterns that are difficult for struggling readers. Examples of multi-syllabic words found in content-area reading are circumference, geographical, parameter, imperative, and simultaneous.
As mentioned earlier, for those students who continue to struggle with phonics and phonemic awareness skills, more focused instruction should primarily be delivered by reading specialists after the reading skills of these struggling students have been formally assessed and their areas of difficulties identified. Listed below are some suggested guidelines for how phonics instruction could be delivered for difficult academic vocabulary and sound patterns:

- Take time before lessons to determine the content-area words with which students may struggle.
- When introducing these words, articulate each syllable slowly (e.g., e-co-sys-tem), pausing slightly between the syllables [16, 17, 31]. Repeat this articulation several times.
- Point out patterns in the pronunciation and spelling of prefixes, suffixes, and vowels in selected words (e.g., rac-ism, sex-ism, age-ism, etc.) [11, 20].
- Point out similarities and differences among words that belong to “word families” (e.g., define, definitely, definition) [32].
- Model using new or difficult words in different contexts [16, 26, 33].
- Provide opportunities for students to practice using new or difficult words and reinforce correct pronunciation and usage [16, 26, 33].
- Ask open-ended questions that require students to respond using the new or difficult words (e.g., Do you think racism, sexism, or ageism is more prevalent in our society? Why?) [16, 26, 33].

**Use Direct, Explicit, and Systematic Instruction to Teach Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Skills**

Scientific research supports the use of direct, explicit, and systematic instruction for teaching phonemic awareness and phonics [6, 12, 16, 20, 34-36]. Examples of steps that could be used by teachers are listed below; however, note that for adolescent students this instruction is most appropriately delivered by a reading specialist rather than a content-area instructor:

1. Explain, demonstrate, and model the skill or strategy with content-area words and within the context of the subject matter students are currently learning.
2. Guide students to practice the skill or strategy and provide corrective feedback (or informing the student of their incorrect practice and giving them the correct information) [37].
3. Provide time for independent or peer-collaborative practice of the skill or strategy.
4. Repeat these instructional steps until students are able to apply the skill or strategy independently in their reading and writing [18, 29, 30].

As you may have noticed, teachers could take advantage of some of the suggestions above to introduce new vocabulary that their students may encounter in the content-area classes they teach. When introducing new vocabulary words that have common prefixes, suffixes, or roots, teachers can instruct students in the meanings of these word parts and how to use this knowledge.
to decipher new words. Teachers can begin with vocabulary that they are currently teaching and then extend instruction to non-specialized academic vocabulary and specialized vocabulary from other disciplines. For example, teachers can teach students the meaning of the prefix *poly* when teaching the words *polygon* and *polyhedron*. At the same time, they can teach students how to apply knowledge of these prefixes to decipher the meanings of other words that begin with the prefix (e.g., *polytheism*, *polygraph*, *polygamy*, etc.) [20].

**Provide Extra Time for Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Instruction and Opportunities for Students to Practice Using New Skills When Reading**

Adolescent readers who struggle with decoding need extra time to decode each word and to apply their higher order thinking skills to comprehend fully the text that they read [15]. These students will need extra time for reading in the classroom and outside of class. For adolescent students who struggle with decoding, they should be referred to the reading specialist on staff to more intensively address their reading needs. As an aid, content-area teachers may consider taping instructional lessons and passing on these tapes to struggling readers to review at their own pace [12].

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**

Much more research needs to be conducted with adolescent students in the areas of phonemic awareness and phonics. Investigation of students’ phonological skills has typically occurred in the primary and elementary grades. With both young children and adolescents, however, there are still many questions that need to be answered. For example, research is needed to study whether or not small group settings are the most effective teaching environment for phonemic awareness for older students. In addition, researchers have paid little attention to the possible connections between phonics instruction and motivation. It is important to better understand how adolescents’ levels of motivation influence their reading ability [1, 9, 26]. Finally, additional research is needed to determine how decoding and fluency skills relate to reading difficulties faced by some older students.

**Morphology**

Morphology is the study of word structure [38, 39]. Morphology describes how words are formed from morphemes [38]. A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning in a word. A morpheme may be as short as one letter such as the letter, ‘s’. This letter adds plurality to a word such as cats. Likewise, a morpheme can consist of letter combinations that contain meaning. These units of meaning could be roots, prefixes and suffixes. An example of a morpheme that consists of letter combinations would be the word pronoun. This is also a compound word. Several combinations of word types can be created by compounding words; however, it is important to point out to the student that the meaning of a compound word does not always match the meanings of the individual words separately [38].

Morphemes can be manipulated to modify the word structures in order to change the meaning of the word [38]. For example, “She bakes cookies”, can be changed to “She baked cookies.” In this example, the “s” that signifies plurality is changed to “ed” and is indicative of past tense. Here the meaning of the word changes as well as the meaning of the sentence.
Morphology does make a reliable independent contribution to both reading and writing [40]. The unique contribution of morphological awareness to literacy skills is evident in the decoding rate of students in grades 8 and 9, and importantly morphological learning is still developing in the late school-age years [39].

**What Do Good Readers Do?**
Students who understand words at the morphemic level are better able to get the meaning of words and are better prepared to deal with the increased reading and writing demands across the curriculum and content areas [41]. Good readers use their knowledge of morphological structure to recognize complex words [40].

**What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Morphology?**
Struggling adolescent readers who lack the knowledge of morphological structure will have more difficulty in recognizing and learning words. Research shows that this awareness of the morphological structure of words is correlated with students’ vocabulary knowledge as well as their reading comprehension [40].

Students with language learning disabilities may experience difficulty with delayed vocabulary and difficulty in defining specific vocabulary words because of a deficit in their knowledge of morphology [38].

**How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Morphology?**
When adolescent students learn frequently used morphemes this knowledge improves not only their spelling, but also provides strategies for decoding and for building vocabulary [42]. Learning morphemes helps students particularly in the upper elementary grades and beyond as they encounter more unfamiliar words and morphologically complex words across their expository textbooks and narrative literature as well as in spelling tasks [43]. Students with morphological knowledge are better able to separate out the morphemes into meaningful units for use in decoding, comprehending or spelling the word [43].

**Teach Different Morpheme Patterns**
When teaching new words, teachers should not only consider the spelling of the word, but also should explain the morphemes role in changing word meaning. It is important to teach the different morpheme patterns and although formal instruction in the different morpheme patterns is likely beyond the scope of a content-area instructor, these instructors could introduce the morpheme patterns that are related to the content vocabulary that they will need to teach in their class. For background purposes, there are several morpheme patterns that include: Anglo-Saxon morphemes, Latin morphemes, and Greek morphemes. Adolescent readers will benefit from learning these morpheme patterns.

The Anglo-Saxon words tend to be the first taught words in primary school [42]. These words tend to be common, everyday words that are found in primary grade text [42]. Examples of these words are: *cat, do, friend, and want.*

Latin words make up the majority of the words in English and are the words that are generally polysyllabic and found in the upper elementary and secondary literature as well as expository text. Words of Latin origin contain a root along with the addition of either a prefix and/or suffix [41]. Examples of these words are: *informing, conventional, and disrupted.*
Greek words form about 10% of the words we use and are found in students’ science, math, and philosophy textbooks around the 3rd grade and beyond [41, 42, 44]. Words of Greek origin tend to consist of a combination of roots that are connected to make a word [41]. Examples of these words are: chromosome, hydrogen, physiology and atmosphere.

Bound morphemes are suffixes and prefixes. These morphological word endings are meaningful units only when attached to another morpheme that is the root word. Examples of these bound morphemes that would help students comprehend the words being taught are: -ed, -ing, -s, and -s [38]. When bound morphemes are added to a word they can change the meaning of the word.

Free morphemes are another type of morpheme that can present difficulty for students. Free morphemes can stand alone as a word and do not have to be combined with other morphemes. An example of this type of morpheme is the word man. These particular morphemes are divided into content words and function words. Function words such as pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, articles, and auxiliary verbs are learned early; however, these are often problematic for the student with language learning disabilities [38].

There are several recommended classroom activities that will help with the learning of morphology. Specifically these activities relate to the structural components of words plus relationships among words. Brice (2004) [38] suggests that general educators, special educators, and speech language pathologists all share the responsibility for teaching the following:

- Syllable types and syllable division,
- Base words, prefixes, and suffixes,
- Compound words, and
- Function words.

All of these activities could be incorporated into instructional practice for reading specialists and language arts teachers. Content-area teachers could focus on teaching base words, prefixes and suffixes, and compound words relevant to the new content-area vocabulary being introduced rather than as a separate activity to build morphological skills.

**Use Speed Drills to Develop Automatic Recognition of Syllables and Morphemes**

One way to build the automatic recognition of syllables and morphemes is through the use of quick speed drills [18]. When the quick speed drill is conducted as a challenge game to achieve a goal, it is more likely to be successful [18]. This activity would likely best be conducted by a reading specialist or a language arts instructor rather than in the context of instruction in subject-matter and content-areas.

**Teach Students the Different Syllable Types**

In general, it is important to teach students the six syllable types: closed, open, vowel-consonant-e, vowel pair, vowel-r, and consonant-l-e. Formal instruction in these syllable types could be conducted by a reading specialist or by language arts instructors where appropriate. More generally, content-area teachers can strengthen students’ literacy skills by further developing their morphological skills during activities such as content-area vocabulary instruction.
Teach the Meanings of Morphemes within the Context of a Sentence

It is important to teach morphemes across the content-area classes with attention given to the word’s internal structure and meaning within the context of a sentence [43]. Instruction should include not only the spelling, but also the role the morpheme has in changing the meaning of the word. It is very common for adolescent students to make grammatical errors with the endings on words.

Inflections and derivations change the meaning of a word. Both inflections and derivations use affixes, in general mostly suffixes, to change the form of words. Inflectional affixes change such grammatical factors as tense, gender, number, or person. For instance, one could change the tense of ‘jump’ from present to past tense by simply adding ‘ed’ to form jumped or change the person of the verb ‘jump’ by adding ‘s’ (e.g. I jump versus he jumps).

Derivational affixes on the other hand create new words by changing the grammatical category, so for example ‘jump’ the verb can be changed to a noun by adding the suffix ‘er’ to form ‘jumper’, the noun or by adding ‘y’ to form ‘jumpy’, the adjective. Derivations are the aspect of morphology that is most closely tied to achievement in reading [39].

Inflections are generally learned by the early elementary school years; however, this is not the case for derivations. Derivations are learned from the preschool years through adulthood, thus an ideal time to pursue instruction for adolescents.

What Do We Still Need To Know?

To date, little research has been done to develop instructional programs that would help children with language-learning disabilities. These students have a need to acquire strategies as well as knowledge of words, both aspects of effective morphological processing [39]. The Green et al. (2003) [43] study has documented developmental changes in the students’ use of morphological forms in their writing. This study has also established preliminary connections between morphological performance in writing to include skills such as spelling and reading. However, there is a need for more research to explore the role of morphological knowledge in both the transcription as well as the text-generation stages of the writing process.

There is a need for systematic studies of methods to help adolescent students improve their awareness of morphological structure, their knowledge of affixes, and their understanding of how to untangle complex words during reading [39]. This research would provide insights into the characteristics of instructional programs that ultimately would help students with reading problems or language-learning disabilities.

Further research on the effect of morphemic structure on word reading is needed. The complex relations of sound, spelling and the meaning of morphemes in words most likely influence word reading, but these relations are not well understood [45]. Word reading in sentences or longer text versus reading words in isolation also requires more study.

Fluency

Fluency is the ability to read text accurately and smoothly with little conscious attention to the mechanics of reading [6, 20, 46]. Fluent readers read text with appropriate speed, accuracy, proper intonation, and proper expression [1]. Some researchers have found a relationship between fluency and text comprehension [1, 16, 47-50], which indicates the importance of
fluency. Readers must decode and comprehend to gather information from text. If the speed and accuracy of decoding words are hindered, comprehension of the words is compromised as well.

**What Do Good Readers Do?**

Fluent readers recognize words automatically and are better able to understand text when reading aloud or silently [1, 6]. When good readers read aloud, their reading sounds natural and expressive. Fluent readers no longer struggle with decoding words and are able to focus their attention on the meaning of the text. This allows good readers to gain a deeper knowledge of a text by making connections among the ideas presented [1]. Because fluent readers tend to be more confident about the content and meaning of what they have read, they tend to complete their work faster and with higher quality than less fluent readers [20].

**What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Fluency?**

Struggling readers lack fluency, read slowly, and often stop to sound out words. They may reread sections of texts to gain comprehension. Consequently, struggling adolescent readers may spend so much time and cognitive energy decoding individual words that their focus is drawn away from comprehension [1].

Another challenge facing struggling readers, and in fact all readers, is that their fluency varies based on a number of factors: the level of difficulty of the text; the degree of familiarity the reader has with the words, content, and genre of the text; and the amount of practice with the text [1]. As a result, a reader who is considered fluent at one point but does not continue to read regularly and widely could have difficulty with fluency later or in specific situations [20].

**How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students Read Fluently?**

Researchers support a systematic plan of action when working to improve the fluency of struggling adolescent readers [6, 16, 20, 51, 52]. Practice is the essential component of improving fluency. The more frequently and regularly students practice reading, the more fluent they become [16, 20, 28, 51]. Remember that both decoding and vocabulary affect fluency; as a reader gains mastery over new content vocabulary; fluency is likely improved for that content area. The following suggestions for instruction promote frequent and regular practice for struggling adolescent readers.

*Provide Models of Fluent Reading*

Struggling readers should witness fluent reading on a regular basis. Teachers who demonstrate fluent reading during instruction give students a standard for which to strive [1, 20]. Model fluent reading for students by reading aloud from class texts frequently and regularly. Teachers should not feel that oral reading in middle and high school classes is no longer necessary.

*Engage Students in Repeated Oral Reading of Texts*

Research supports the use of repeated oral reading of texts to help students develop fluency [1, 6, 16, 20, 51-53]. To establish and improve fluency, the opportunity to read aloud is preferable to silent reading opportunities, especially for struggling adolescent readers. If students are allowed only to read silently, teachers acquire little to no information about the development of fluency [1, 20, 54]. Obviously, requiring struggling readers to read aloud must be done with sensitivity so as not to embarrass students who are less fluent.
Teachers can integrate repeated reading into their instruction in the following ways:

• Provide students with frequent and regular opportunities to read passages aloud several times. Provide feedback and guidance during these oral readings.

• Allow students to practice reading aloud by themselves first to avoid the embarrassment that can occur when reading unfamiliar texts aloud. English language learners and struggling readers especially need such opportunities for practice.

Engage Students in Guided Oral Reading
Guided oral reading is a useful method of improving the fluency of struggling readers [1, 20, 27, 55]. To use guided oral reading, teachers must work individually with struggling readers on a regular basis. For middle and high school teachers, the use of guided oral reading in classes limited to an hour or less of instructional time requires that teachers target a small group of their most struggling readers and alternate working with one or two of them daily during those times when other students are engaged in group or individual work. Guided oral reading involves:

1. Asking individual students to read aloud,

2. Guiding them to self-correct when they mispronounce words, and

3. Asking questions about content to ensure comprehension.

Choral reading, or having the class read simultaneously, is not often used at the secondary level; however, if used as one of the first strategies for mastering a text, choral reading can provide struggling readers the opportunity to practice and receive support in the group before being required to read on their own [20]. Adolescents may be more accepting of choral reading if it is used with specific key passages that the teacher wants students to remember, poems, or with segments of literary works.

Engage Students in Partner Reading
Partner reading is another instructional strategy that builds fluency [1, 20]. To use partner reading:

1. Pair more fluent readers with less fluent readers;

2. Select reading partners carefully considering both compatibility and fluency;

3. Introduce the reading material by reading aloud the first paragraph or two or selected passages;

4. Inform students that partners are to select different passages to read aloud and that they should both first read each passage silently; and

5. Have partners take turns reading aloud to one another.

When fluent readers read, they provide a model for less fluent readers. As a listener, the more fluent reader can also provide feedback and support to the less fluent reader. Teachers need to provide guidance to the whole class on how to provide constructive feedback after listening to a partner read [1, 20]. This guidance may include a checklist of fluency criteria for the listener. Classroom teachers can work with the school’s reading specialist, special education teacher, or
reading coach to determine an appropriate list of criteria for listeners that is manageable within a content-area classroom context. Engaging students in partner reading, as opposed to asking students to read aloud for the whole class, may reduce the level of embarrassment that is felt by some struggling adolescent readers when they are asked to read aloud for the entire class.

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**

All of the instructional strategies suggested in this section for improving fluency recommend encouraging adolescents to read more often in the presence and with the guidance of a more fluent reader. Research has yet to reveal whether or how much improvement in reading rate is adequate to improve fluency and comprehension. The nature of the relationship between fluency and accuracy in word recognition in struggling adolescent readers also requires further study. Finally, the effects of oral versus silent fluency instruction need to be explored in greater depth [16].

**Vocabulary**

Vocabulary refers to words that are used in speech and print to communicate. Vocabulary can be divided into two types: oral and print [6, 56]. Vocabulary knowledge is important to reading because the oral and written use of words promotes comprehension and communication. The three primary types of vocabulary are oral vocabulary, which refers to words that are recognized and used in speaking; aural vocabulary, which refers to the collection of words a student understands when listening to others speak; and print vocabulary, which refers to words used in reading and writing. Print vocabulary is more difficult to attain than oral vocabulary because it relies upon quick, accurate, and automatic recognition of the written word. Furthermore, the words, figures of speech, syntax (the grammatical arrangement of words in sentences), and text structures of printed material are more complex and obscure than that of conversational language [32]. A few studies have suggested that vocabulary instruction leads to improved comprehension [1, 6, 56, 57].

In addition to distinctions between oral, aural, and print vocabulary, vocabulary is categorized according to whether it is typically used in an informal or formal setting. Vocabulary used in a formal, educational setting is referred to as academic vocabulary [24, 25]. Researchers who investigate academic vocabulary knowledge typically categorize words into three areas: (1) high-frequency, everyday words (e.g., building, bus driver, eraser, etc.); (2) non-specialized academic words that occur across content areas (e.g., examine, cause, formation); and (3) specialized content-area words that are unique to specific disciplines (e.g., ecosystem, foreshadowing, octagon) [24, 25].

Two important skills that are associated with vocabulary development are word identification and word analysis [16, 57]. Word identification or decoding refers to the ability to correctly decipher a particular word out of a group of letters.

Word analysis is defined as the process involved in understanding the letters, sounds, and roots, prefixes, and suffixes that make up words, to enable a student to understand and use those words [16, 32]. Word knowledge also includes syntactic awareness or awareness of the grammatical use of a word, such as the part of speech represented by a word [58]. We assume that students successfully analyze a word when they articulate its meaning and use it correctly in sentences that indicate understanding of both the word’s meaning and correct syntactic usage.
Once words are recognized, students use pragmatic awareness, or sensitivity to how words are used to communicate, to understand the purposes of their use [58]. All of these processes together constitute students’ vocabulary knowledge. Word identification or recognition without comprehension of the meaning and use of a word reveals a deficiency in vocabulary knowledge.

**What Skills Do Good Readers Have?**

Good readers know a wide range of oral and print vocabulary. Typically, vocabulary knowledge results from extensive and repeated exposures to words through reading and speaking. One study estimated that good readers read approximately one million words per year [58]. Good readers have superior vocabulary knowledge and possess the following characteristics.

**Good readers have strong oral/aural vocabulary**

A reader’s oral vocabulary is the collection of words used in speaking [1]. Skilled readers are able to use grade-level words fluently and clearly in their speech and understand those words when used by others in their speech. Oral/aural vocabulary ability transfers to reading once the written word has been deciphered. A skilled reader can recognize that word again with little effort [1, 16]. To do this, readers must develop their decoding skills to the point that decoding occurs effortlessly.

**Good readers have strong print vocabulary**

Skilled readers are able to read words in written text at or above their grade level and use these words in written communication [1, 16]. When good readers encounter unfamiliar words, many translate this text into speech, either by decoding or getting help from someone else. Once the word is verbalized, good readers automatically recognize the word or engage in a self-regulated process to discover its meaning. This may include but is not limited to analyzing the word’s morphology (roots and affixes) and syntax (part of speech), searching for context clues, or looking up the word in the dictionary [1, 16].

**What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Vocabulary?**

Because word identification is one of the foundational processes of reading, middle and high school students with poor or impaired word identification skills face serious challenges in their academic work. Some struggling adolescent readers have difficulty decoding and recognizing multi-syllabic words. For example, words such as “accomplishment” leave many struggling readers unsure about pronunciation or meaning. This is often the case not just because their vocabulary is limited, but also because they are unaware of or not proficient in word-learning strategies based on understanding the meanings and functions of affixes (e.g., prefixes and suffixes) and other word parts [1, 16, 20]. In content areas in which text is more technical and abstract, insufficient vocabulary knowledge can become especially problematic for struggling readers. A major goal of vocabulary instruction is to facilitate students’ ability to comprehend text [1, 6, 56, 57].

In addition, the meanings of many words vary from context to context and from subject to subject, making academic vocabulary especially difficult to acquire. For example, the word meter has distinct definitions in different content areas. In literature, a meter is a poetic rhythm and in math, it is a unit of measurement. In science, a meter is a device for measuring flow. Students may experience difficulty if they do not understand that words have multiple meanings [59].
How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Vocabulary?

Research findings suggest that there is not a single best way to teach vocabulary [56, 57]; rather, using a variety of techniques that include repeated exposures to unknown word meanings produces the best results. Traditionally, independent word-learning strategies, such as the use of dictionaries and context clues, have been common strategies for teaching new vocabulary. Dictionary usage involves multiple skills, such as using guidewords, decoding, and discerning correct definitions [56, 57]. Using context clues involves integrating different types of information from text to figure out unknown vocabulary. These strategies are helpful after multiple encounters with a word but should be used in combination with other instructional practices [56, 57].

The following vocabulary development strategies have been found to be effective in improving adolescent literacy levels.

Pre-Teach Difficult Vocabulary

Pre-teaching vocabulary facilitates the reading of new text by giving students the meanings of the words before they encounter them. This practice reduces the number of unfamiliar words encountered and facilitates greater vocabulary acquisition and comprehension [1]. Leaving students on their own to grasp the content material as well as to decode possibly unfamiliar vocabulary is setting them up for failure. Teachers can introduce both the more unfamiliar specialized academic words that will be used in the lesson as well as non-specialized academic words used when talking about the content.

When considering which non-specialized academic words to emphasize, teachers should consider the structure or structures used in the text. Text structures organize ideas and information according to certain patterns. For example, cause and effect patterns show the relationship between results and the events, people, or ideas that cause the results to occur. Common text structures include cause/effect, problem/solution, comparison/contrast, chronological order or sequence, concept idea with examples, proposition with support, analysis and evaluation of perspectives, arguments, and interpretations. Once the text structure or structures have been determined, teachers can identify non-specialized academic vocabulary words that help students talk about the content within a cause/effect text structure [60]. Examples of non-specialized academic words that are commonly used when talking about cause/effect texts include recognize, analyze, result, impact, and relationship.

Teachers can use the following guidelines when selecting vocabulary to pre-teach:

- Importance of the word for understanding the text;
- Students’ prior knowledge of the word and the concept to which it relates;
- The existence of multiple meanings of the word (e.g., meter in poetry, mathematics, and science);
- Opportunities for grouping words together to enhance understanding a concept [56].

Once vocabulary words have been selected, teachers should consider how to make repeated exposures to the word or concept productive and enjoyable. For example, when introducing a particular word, pronounce it slowly to draw attention to each syllable, provide the word’s
meaning, examine word parts (e.g., prefix, root, suffix), write the word on the board, use it in a sentence, and ask a question using the word.

After introducing all words, have students work in pairs or small teams to create groups of related words and to label these groups. Students can then take turns explaining to the class their reasons for grouping words in a particular manner. Students can also work in pairs to check each other’s understanding of the new words [56]. Such activities provide multiple exposures to new words and can be structured in ways that are engaging and enjoyable for students.

**Use Direct, Explicit, and Systematic Instruction to Teach Difficult Vocabulary**

Scientific research supports the use of direct, explicit, and systematic instruction for teaching vocabulary [1, 35]. Vocabulary lessons should be fast-paced, brief, multi-sensory, and interactive (i.e., allow students to see and write new words as well as to hear and speak these words) [16].

Explicit instruction of vocabulary involves the following steps:

1. Explain word meanings and model usage of difficult content-area vocabulary in sentences that are relevant to the subject matter concepts that students are currently learning.

2. Guide students to practice using the vocabulary in different sentences and contexts and provide corrective feedback.

3. Provide time for independent practice with the vocabulary – peer tutoring, reciprocal teaching, and collaborative learning.

4. Repeat these instructional steps until students are able to use the new vocabulary independently in their reading and writing [1, 35].

**Use Students’ Prior Knowledge and Provide Opportunities for Multiple Exposures to New Words**

To learn and retain new words and concepts, students need to connect these words and concepts to what they already know. They also need repeated exposure to the words and concepts plus opportunities to practice using them in different contexts. Teachers can facilitate struggling readers’ learning and retention of new vocabulary in the following ways:

- Prior to pre-teaching vocabulary, elicit students’ prior knowledge of the content in which the new vocabulary is used and then relate their prior knowledge to the new vocabulary. It is also helpful to make a word map on the board, chart paper, or overhead to show the connections between students’ prior knowledge and the new vocabulary [6].

- Provide multiple repetitions of the words in different contexts [6]. For example, within the context of explaining new concepts, giving directions, or summarizing ideas, use the new words repeatedly. You may also want to pronounce these words more slowly and pause after saying them to allow students time to identify and focus on the words.

- Point out that in academic settings certain non-specialized academic words are used when talking about content. Point out and model usage of these words and phrases. For example, when reading about or discussing the causes of the civil war, point out and model usage of such words as cause, consequence, relationship, etc. Guide students to use these words in their speech and writing.
- Provide students several opportunities to apply new word meanings across different situations [6]. For example, place students in small groups to discuss their understandings of the new words. Have them develop their own word maps to show relationships among the new words and connections to the important concepts. A word map is a diagram used to help show the relationships of various topics or concepts to a chosen word or phrase (See Appendix E). Have them write sentences using the new words in different ways, then share these orally with the class.

Even more repetition and time with new vocabulary should be allowed for students with learning disabilities. English language learners also require more exposure and practice with English vocabulary [56].

**Use Computer Technology to Help Teach New Vocabulary**

Vocabulary instruction using computer technology can be particularly helpful to struggling readers who need additional practice with vocabulary skills [1, 56]. Computer technology allows for engaging formats, such as interfaces modeled on computer games. Hyperlinks that allow students to click on words and icons can add depth to word learning. Students may find online dictionaries more useful and accessible than print dictionaries. Computers also provide access to content-area-related websites hosted by such institutions as museums and libraries. Finally, computer program animation may hold students’ attention longer than plain text [59].

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**

Research has yet to demonstrate the most effective types of professional development needed for teachers to become proficient in vocabulary instruction. Fully equipping the teachers to address adequately the issue of vocabulary in classrooms is an important step toward improving the vocabulary of adolescents. Another gap in the knowledge base is improved understanding of how vocabulary instruction should be integrated with comprehension instruction. We know that repetition and prior knowledge help familiarize adolescents with new vocabulary, but we need to determine what instructional techniques can help educators ensure that adolescents grasp the contextual meanings of vocabulary [1, 11, 61].

**Text Comprehension**

Comprehension is the process of *extracting or constructing meaning* (building new meanings and integrating new with old information) from words once they have been identified [58]. Many struggling adolescent readers do not have difficulty reading words accurately; they have difficulty making sense of the information and ideas conveyed by the text [6, 62]. Comprehension varies depending on the text being read. Even proficient readers may have difficulty comprehending particular texts from time to time. Difficulties with comprehension may result from a reader’s unfamiliarity with the content, style, or syntactic structures of the text [58, 63]. Even as adults, many people struggle when reading Shakespeare or the manual for installing a new computer program.
What Do Good Readers Do?

Good adolescent readers are purposeful, strategic, and critical readers who understand the content presented in various types of texts.

**Good readers set a purpose for reading**

Successful readers establish different purposes for reading different kinds of text. They read computer manuals to figure out how to use a new computer or software program. They read the newspaper to find out what is happening in the community. They read mystery novels for enjoyment. Good readers know that there are many purposes for reading, and they vary the ways in which they read depending on their purposes and the texts [58, 63].

**Good readers are strategic readers**

Successful readers are mentally active readers. They make sense of what they read by drawing on knowledge and experiences that are relevant to the information and ideas in the text. Good readers use knowledge of vocabulary, language structures, and genre to understand the text. They have a repertoire of reading strategies that is used before, during, and after reading to build meaning from the text [7, 58]. For example, before beginning a new mystery novel, good readers may consider the author; the book’s tone, organization, literary elements; and other books written by the author.

While reading a mystery novel, for example, successful readers constantly try to predict what will happen next. They also make text-to-text connections; that is, they use information from previous mysteries that they have read to help understand the new mystery. Good readers monitor their comprehension while reading by periodically checking their level of understanding of the text. If problems occur with comprehension while reading, good readers possess knowledge of useful “fix-up” strategies and implement them to gain a better understanding of what is being read [7, 58].

Successful adolescent readers use post-reading strategies, such as summarizing, to help remember what they have read and to clarify misunderstandings. When good readers read a chapter in a history text, they know that, at the end of each section, it is helpful to stop and summarize what has been learned so as to better understand and retain new information. Good readers also know and are able to apply a variety of reading strategies to help them comprehend what they read [7, 58].

**Good readers are critical readers**

Comprehension is necessary but not sufficient for developing adolescents’ critical awareness of all texts [63]. Critical readers analyze how writers, illustrators, and others involved represent people and their ideas. To be fully literate, adolescents must develop a critical awareness of how all texts position them as readers and must consider such factors as how authors’ backgrounds and cultures influence their writing [63-65]. Good readers apply critical thinking skills to texts found in printed and electronic media to consider how authors manipulate electronic and print information in different ways and for varying purposes [63].
What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Text Comprehension?

Adolescents struggle with text comprehension for different reasons. Some adolescents simply lack sufficient fluency to achieve comprehension. Some fluent students lack comprehension strategies, such as generating questions, summarizing, and clarifying misunderstandings. Others have learned strategies only in the context of reading narrative texts, such as stories. Some students learn on their own how to transfer strategies used in one domain, such as literature, to other domains, such as history and science. Other students do not learn how to transfer these strategies on their own and are never taught how to apply them to the expository text found in science, history, math, and other content areas. Still other students have limited background knowledge in these domains [46, 66].

The structure of middle and high school texts also presents challenges for struggling readers. Expository text is the most prevalent text structure in most middle and high school texts. In contrast with narrative text, students have had less exposure to expository text and, more important, have not been taught comprehension strategies within the context of expository text [60]. Common categories of expository text are cause/effect, problem/solution, comparison/contrast, chronological order or sequence, concept idea with examples, and proposition with support. Students encounter expository text across their content-area courses. Expository text is found in newspaper and magazine articles, science and social studies texts, research articles, and primary source documents. The prevalence of expository text categories varies by discipline. For example, chronological order and cause/effect are common in history texts. Geography texts make frequent use of description and comparison/contrast. Social studies texts use analysis and evaluation of perspectives, arguments, and interpretations using proposition-support structures [60]. If students are not familiar with the various types of texts used in middle and high school, they may encounter challenges in comprehending what they read.

How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Text Comprehension?

Although many struggling adolescent readers need more specific and intense instruction in reading from reading specialists, all teachers can assume responsibility for helping students comprehend texts that are used in their classrooms. The goal of text comprehension instruction is to help students become active, purposeful, and independent readers of science, history, literary, and mathematics texts. Key findings from research show that learning how to use comprehension strategies can improve adolescent readers’ text comprehension [1, 35, 46, 62]. The following sections describe the comprehension strategies teachers can incorporate into their content-area instruction and suggestions for teaching these strategies so that students can use them independently.

Integrate Text Comprehension Strategies into Instruction

Some comprehension strategies are general and can be used across different kinds of text. The following strategies can be adapted for use with most types of text [67].

**Generate questions.** Good readers ask questions before, during, and after reading. Generating questions is a way to process text and monitor comprehension. Asking questions during reading helps students monitor their understanding of what they have read and integrate different parts of
the text to understand main ideas and important concepts. Teachers can integrate instruction in generating questions into their lessons using the following steps:

1. Read aloud passages from subject-matter text;

2. As you read, stop now and then to model the kinds of questions successful readers ask themselves as they read. For example, “Why does the author tell me this?” “Did I understand this correctly?” “What seems to be the most important point or idea?”;

3. Repeat this modeling several times with different texts; and

4. Guide students in generating their own questions with content-area texts [1, 35, 36].

**Answer questions.** Teacher questioning is an effective way to help students think about what they have read so that they can more fully comprehend the text. Teachers can use question-answering instruction to help students improve how they answer questions, which will, in turn, help them better understand what they read. In question-answering instruction, teachers must create opportunities for question answering and must also help students to determine the kind of response called for by the question. The teacher must then model how to construct various responses. Using content-area texts, teachers can model how to construct answers from:

- Explicit information in the text, that is, the answer is evident in the text and can often can be copied or repeated (sometimes referred to as a “right there” response);

- Implicit information found in several different places in the text; that is, the answer is in the text, but the reader has to pull it together from different parts of the text (sometimes referred to as a “pulling it together” response);

- Implicit information found in the text and the reader’s own prior knowledge and experiences, that is, the answer must be generated from a synthesis of information from the text and the reader’s prior knowledge and experiences (sometimes referred to as a “text and me” response); and

- Students’ prior knowledge and experiences alone; that is, the student does not have to read the text to answer the question, but reading the text will inform the answer (sometimes referred to as an “on my own” response) [1, 35, 36].

Below is a sample text with corresponding questions that elicit the four types of responses described above.

*Margie went into the schoolroom. It was right next to her bedroom, and the mechanical teacher was on, waiting for her. It was always on at the same time everyday except Saturday and Sunday because her mother said little girls learned better if they learned at regular hours.*

*The screen was lit up, and it said, “Today’s arithmetic lesson is on the addition of proper fractions. Please insert yesterday’s homework in the proper slot.”*

*Margie put her homework in the slot with a sigh. She was thinking about the old schools they had when her grandfather’s grandfather was a little boy. All the kids from the whole neighborhood came laughing and shouting into the schoolyard, sitting together in the same schoolroom, going home together at the end of the day. They learned the same things, so they*
could help one another on the homework and talk about it. And the teachers were people...
The mechanical teacher flashed on the screen: “When we add the fractions 1/2 and 1/4…”
Margie was thinking about how the kids must have loved it in the old days. She was thinking about the fun they had.

a. Excerpted from The Fun They Had by Isaac Asimov [68]
b. Who was the author of this story? (“Right there” question)
c. What does Margie like about the “old schools”? (“Pulling it together” question)
d. When does this story take place? (“Text and me” question)
e. Should we have “mechanical” teachers? (“On my own” question)

Monitor comprehension. Expert readers monitor their comprehension as they read by continuously identifying when they do and when they do not comprehend the information, ideas, and other messages contained in the text. When comprehension breaks down, expert readers are able to use comprehension monitoring or other problem solving strategies to help them comprehend. Many struggling readers do not use monitoring strategies or use them inappropriately [1, 35, 36].

Because comprehension monitoring is a mental process that cannot be observed, teachers must find ways to replicate or model this process for struggling readers. Teachers can make apparent to students the monitoring strategies they themselves use when reading by verbalizing these strategies as they read a text passage. To model the use of monitoring strategies, use the following steps:

1. Read aloud selected text passages.
2. Stop at various points to “think aloud” about what may or may not be understood.
   An example of how questioning, prediction, and summarizing are used as monitoring strategies is given in the box below. Also see Appendix A for additional examples.
3. Provide examples of other problem-solving strategies and how they are used in response to comprehension difficulties. Examples of problem-solving strategies include re-reading the text, asking oneself questions about the text, and reading before or after the portion of text where comprehension difficulties occurred [1, 35, 36]. Again, see Appendix A for examples.

The teacher reads aloud the title of a newspaper article. “‘Do or Die Time for the Kiwi.’ I’m confused. I thought kiwi was a kind of fruit. How can a kiwi fruit have ‘do or die time’? Maybe farmers are having problems growing kiwi fruit…? I need to read more to find out if I’m right.”
The teacher reads aloud the next sentence from the article. “Although they’re 0-4, the Kiwi Curlers may still have winnable games against Germany and Italy.’ Oh I get it, curling must be some kind of sport because it talks about “winnable games” and a score of 0-4. I don’t really know anything about curling, but I do know that this article is about sports and Kiwi is the name of one of the teams. The article must have something to do with the Olympics because I know the Olympics are going on now and it says that the Kiwi team is playing against other countries—Germany and Italy.”
**Summarize text.** Summarizing helps students focus on the important content of a text, determine what is important and what is not important, condense the important content, and restate this content in their own words. Summarizing helps students comprehend and remember what they read. There are four components of the summarizing strategy:

1. Identify and/or formulate main ideas,
2. Connect the main ideas,
3. Identify and delete redundancies, and
4. Restate the main ideas and connections using different words and phrasings.

**Use text structure.** As adolescents build their knowledge of science, social studies, mathematics, and literature, learning to use knowledge of the structure of the particular text helps them comprehend the more complex texts that they encounter in these disciplines [50, 69]. Selecting strategies that are useful for comprehending text structures involves examining the content, language, and structure of text with which students may have difficulty and then identifying specific strategies that will help students use these patterns and structures to aid in comprehension [50, 69].

Teaching students to use graphic and semantic organizers that differ based on the category of expository text the organizer represents is one way to help students understand and use text structure to comprehend complex texts. A graphic organizer that lends itself to chronological order differs from an organizer that is useful for cause and effect. Teachers can model the use of graphic organizers to show the different categories of expository text and then encourage students to use the various organizers to record and organize important information and concepts from the texts they are reading [6, 60]. Appendix B provides examples of graphic organizers that exemplify different text structures.

In addition, teachers can identify words that function as signal or transition words for a particular text structure. For example, common signal and transition words for cause/effect structures include *because, since, consequently*. Teachers can emphasize and teach the functions of these words by:

- Placing text passages on the overhead projector,
- Reading the passages aloud,
- Underlining key signal or transition words, and
- Explaining how these words provide clues for using text structure to aid comprehension.

For example, explain that when students encounter the word *consequently*, it serves as a signal for the direction that the text will take next, in this case that a result of some action or event is about to be described or discussed. Teachers can model and emphasize the use of signal or transition words orally as they discuss content and ask questions that require students to use these words in their responses [50, 69].
Use graphic and semantic organizers. Teach students how to use graphic and semantic organizers to help them organize ideas and concepts during and after reading. Graphic organizers are diagrams or other visuals that help students identify and see the relationships among concepts, ideas, and facts in a text [6]. These organizers can be used with either narrative or expository text and in fact can be used to illustrate or represent the text structure itself. A semantic organizer, sometimes called a semantic map or web, is a type of graphic organizer that uses lines to connect a central concept or main idea with related or supporting facts or ideas (see Appendix B) [1, 7, 35, 36, 70].

Teaching students to use graphic and semantic organizers that differ depending on the category of expository text is one way to help students understand and use text structure to comprehend complex texts. A graphic organizer that lends itself to chronological order differs from an organizer that is useful for cause and effect. Teachers can model the use of graphic organizers to show the different categories of expository text and then encourage students to use the various organizers to record and organize important information and concepts from their texts [6, 60]. Appendix B provides examples of graphic organizers that exemplify different text structures.

Develop Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills
To be fully literate students must be able to analyze critically the ideas and information they obtain from texts [65]. The use of graphic organizers can contribute to the development of critical analysis and reasoning skills [65].

“Inquiry” or “I” charts are a type of graphic organizer that students can use to compile, compare, and analyze information on a historical event or topic from several text sources. Procedures to guide the use of these charts are listed below:

1. Plan a topic and set of questions that can be answered in multiple texts. For example, a set of questions could be developed around the effect of the westward expansion of European Americans on the Native Americans of the Great Plains.

2. Identify several resources that address this issue from different perspectives.

3. Construct a chart or graphic organizer that has one column for each question, a row for students’ prior knowledge relevant to the questions, additional rows equal to the number of sources used, and a final row for pulling together key ideas from prior knowledge and the various sources. Appendix B provides an example of an “I” chart.

4. Probe students to use their prior knowledge to answer the questions before reading the various text sources. Summaries of students’ responses based on their prior knowledge are recorded in the first row.

5. Help students during reading to attend to sections of each text that respond to the questions, to summarize this information, and to record it in the chart.

6. Help students to examine the summaries of each text across the various rows to determine similarities and differences in how the texts address each of the central questions.
7. Help students pull together the ideas from the different sources (i.e., their prior knowledge and the information found in the various texts) and resolve competing ideas from the separate sources.

Strategies such as the use of “I” charts help students understand how to integrate information by attending to the connections, biases, and contexts across different texts [65].

**Use Direct, Explicit, and Systematic Instruction to Teach Students to Use Text Comprehension Strategies**

Scientific research supports teaching students comprehension strategies using direct, explicit, and systematic instruction. Comprehension strategy instruction is organized into three phases: (1) explicit training and teacher modeling, (2) guided practice, and (3) independent practice [1, 7, 35, 36, 70].

**Phase 1: Explicit training and teacher modeling.** Effective strategy instruction begins with teacher talk, which can take the form of a discussion or a lecture. Whether discussion or lecture is used, instruction typically involves teaching six components:

1. The name of the strategy,
2. How to use the strategy,
3. Explicit modeling of the strategy,
4. Examples of when to use the strategy,
5. Possible adjustments to the strategy for different tasks, and
6. The usefulness of the strategy [35, 70].

Explicit modeling should be performed only after giving a thorough explanation of the strategy. The purpose of teacher modeling is to demonstrate the mental processes used by expert readers. Teachers can do this by pausing and “thinking aloud” as they read. Students observe as teachers verbalize their decision-making about which strategies to use and how they use them [35, 70].

**Phase 2: Guided practice.** During this phase, students practice the strategies that they learn with support from the teacher and other students. As the guided practice phase proceeds, the teacher assumes a less active role in student strategy use. Teachers can support strategy use during this phase by:

- Breaking the strategy into simplified steps,
- Giving cue cards or checklists for strategy steps,
- Reverting to explicit instruction and modeling as necessary, and
- Allowing students to work in small groups to practice a strategy together.

Supporting students in collaborative work to learn new strategies is a critical part of guided practice [35].
**Phase 3: Independent practice and debriefing.** Teachers can incorporate independent practice into instruction by providing opportunities for students to use strategies on their own. These opportunities may include reading assignments as homework or in-class individual reading. Debriefing after independent practice is important. During debriefing, teachers ask about the strategies students used while doing their independent reading assignments, how they used those strategies, and how well the strategies worked for them [35]. A sample lesson plan for explicit comprehension strategy instruction is provided in Appendix C.

**Teach Students to Use Multiple Strategies**

Good readers use strategies in clusters. For example, during reading, good readers question and clarify misunderstandings; and after reading, they summarize and predict what will happen in the next part of the text. Students need to learn and practice individual strategies, but they also need to learn how to use clusters of strategies to aid comprehension [1, 35, 36]. As with individual strategy instruction, use direct, explicit, systematic instruction to teach clusters of strategies that work together. Appendix D provides information about and directions for using Reciprocal Teaching, an instructional tool that provides instruction on four different learning strategies: questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting. Instructional strategy packets such as Reciprocal Teaching encourage students to move toward higher levels of thinking and comprehension by utilizing clusters of strategies [71-74].

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**

To increase understanding of how best to develop adolescent readers’ text comprehension, research should focus on investigating the effectiveness of interventions for improving comprehension of specific kinds of text (e.g., expository text using cause and effect structures). For example, although there is evidence of the importance of having sufficient prior knowledge of the domain or topic of an academic text, it is not yet clear how best to instruct students to access this prior knowledge. Research on whether certain interventions are more or less effective with specific populations of adolescent students (e.g., English language learners with limited native language literacy) is also needed. Finally, explorations of the kinds of supplemental materials useful in enhancing content-area instruction in text comprehension would provide teachers with guidance in selecting such materials [6, 46].
Supporting Literacy Development Through Assessment, Writing, and Motivational Strategies

As many secondary teachers have found, improving the literacy levels of students encompasses much more than simply addressing key literacy components. Researchers agree that other factors relate strongly to the degree to which adolescents are able to decode and comprehend what they read fluently [66, 75, 76].

This section focuses on some of the related components of literacy instruction at the secondary level. These components include reading assessment, writing, and motivation. The reading assessment portion of this section is organized into summative assessment, formative assessment and diagnostic assessment. As in the previous section, the writing and motivation portions of this section describe the component, explain how successful readers approach it, present the challenges adolescents face, suggest instructional techniques for addressing strategies in the classroom, and provide examples of research areas that still need to be explored.

**Reading Assessment**
Effective instruction depends on sound instructional decision-making, which, in turn, depends on reliable data regarding students’ strengths, weaknesses, and progress in learning content and developing literacy [77]. Adolescent reading difficulties may involve one or more of the literacy components described in previous sections. Without assessments that are sensitive to the contributions of each component to overall reading ability, teachers will not be able to target their instruction to the skills and strategies most in need of improvement.

This section briefly describes summative assessments and then explores three types of formative assessment that content-area teachers can integrate into instruction: teacher questioning, observation, and performance assessment. The last section describes diagnostic reading assessment. Diagnostic assessment is particularly important for struggling readers because it provides teachers with an understanding of the specific skills and strategies these readers can and cannot use [78-80]. With this information, teachers can plan literacy activities and interventions that will build on students’ strengths and address their weaknesses.

**Summative Assessments**
Most reading assessments taken by adolescents are summative and include quizzes, end-of-chapter tests, district and statewide tests, and standardized measures of reading [77]. These assessments provide important information about adolescents’ reading and subject-area achievements. Summative assessments inform teachers whether classroom-level instruction has had the desired impact. Finally, assessments provide necessary school-, district-, and state-level data, but they do not inform daily instructional decision-making, nor do they provide information on individual student progress.

Although summative assessments provide important data needed to assess the overall academic achievements of students in a class, school, district, or state, both formative and diagnostic assessments provide data that can help classroom teachers make more informed decisions about which readers can successfully undertake which activities with which texts [46].
**Formative Assessments**

In order to adapt instruction to students’ literacy learning needs, teachers must be able to understand and track students’ literacy development. Teachers use a variety of approaches to find out what they need to know about student progress in literacy development, including teacher observation, classroom discussion and the reading of students’ work. These and other assessment practices become *formative assessment* when evidence from them is used to adapt instruction to meet student needs [81]. This section will address several formative assessment approaches: teacher questioning, teacher observation of students’ reading strategies, and performance assessment.

**Teacher questioning**

The most common form of formative assessment is teacher questioning. Typically teachers use questioning to check student comprehension after students have read a passage or chapter [77]. Teachers may conduct this questioning orally or in writing, as occurs when students are asked to complete the questions at the end of the chapter and turn them in the next day. Comprehension checks may help the teacher informally assess what students have understood; however, these checks do little to help teachers understand the reading skills and strategies students use to help them understand assigned reading. It is sometimes difficult to formulate questions that tap only the content of what was to be read; many times questions can be correctly answered without actually reading the text. Therefore, teachers should not rely solely on questioning to assess comprehension.

To assess adolescent reading, teachers can expand questioning beyond mere comprehension checks. To do so, teachers should consider teacher questioning as falling into three broad categories:

- Questions that focus on student learning of content,
- Questions that focus on the development and use of reading skills and strategies, and
- Questions that model the kinds of questions students should learn to ask themselves while reading [77].

The first category of teacher questioning allows teachers to assess how students are progressing in relation to standards and instructional goals. Whereas comprehension checks tend to be narrowly focused on comprehension of a particular text or lecture, questions that focus on assessing student progress toward achieving standards and goals give teachers information on whether students are integrating what they have learned from reading texts, classroom discussions, teacher lectures, and other learning experiences relevant to achieving standards and goals. This first category of questioning is not directly related to assessing student reading ability; however it can provide insight into whether students are learning content through their reading.

The second category of questioning focuses on assessing the strategies and skills students are using or not using when reading. Examples of this category of questioning include: “Can you tell me how you figured out the meaning of *exotic*?” and, “What are some strategies you can use to find out what this chapter is about?” Teachers can use this type of questioning regularly and in a systematic manner by keeping a daily record of the kinds of questions asked, with which students, and whether responses were appropriate.
The last category of teacher questioning involves both instruction and assessment. By modeling strategic questioning for their students, teachers are instructing students on the kinds of questions they should be asking themselves while reading. Teachers can then assess students’ use of these types of questions by teaching them to keep a record of the questions they ask themselves when reading. Frequent review of this information informs teachers of whether individual students are making progress in monitoring comprehension using self-questioning. This information can then be used to inform subsequent instruction in reading strategies and skills.

**Teacher observation of students’ reading strategies**

The use of student “think alouds” is one way that teachers can observe the reading strategies students use while reading. When students think aloud as they read, they describe the strategies that they use to make sense of a text. This practice allows the teacher to uncover the details of students’ reading strengths and weaknesses within the context of content-area reading. Thinking aloud must be explicitly modeled and explained by the teacher prior to asking students to use it. Appendix A includes instructions on how to model strategy use through thinking aloud. Once students have seen teachers modeling strategies through the think aloud process, they can begin to practice thinking aloud with a partner and then by themselves. As with teacher questioning, keeping a record of the reading strategies students report using in their think alouds and reviewing this information regularly inform the teacher of whether individual students are making progress in using particular strategies when reading. Moreover, this assessment information provides direction to teachers on the reading strategies they need to emphasize with students in their instruction [77].

**Performance assessment**

Performance assessments require students to demonstrate the ability to use what they have learned from content texts. Most performance assessments simulate tasks or aspects of tasks that are deemed important to higher education, the workplace, and civic life. Performance assessments typically use prompts that are constructed so that student responses result in complex tasks [77]. For example, a performance assessment prompt might direct students to read two articles that provide differing accounts of an historical event and provide a rationale for the different accounts and conclusions reached in the articles.

Performance assessments in content-area classrooms provide insight into students’ abilities to use what they have learned from their subject-area reading [77, 82]. Rubrics and examples of performance are important components of performance assessment. Rubrics provide details about different levels of performance. Teachers can share rubrics with their students to help them understand expectations for performance and how the assessment will be graded. Examples of student work are another helpful source of information on the types of performances considered standard or above standard. Teacher discussion of rubrics and student work samples gives students clear guidance on the components that must be evident in their work. Teachers can also use rubrics and student work samples to instruct students in how to achieve standard or superior performance.

Ongoing and reflective use of performance assessments in concert with rubrics, performance levels, and student work samples can help students understand and gain control over their own assessment efforts [77, 82].
Although useful, performance assessments present several challenges. Most performance assessments assume that students have understood the reading that they are asked to apply in the assessment. These assessments do not help teachers understand students’ reading skills and strategies. Students’ writing skills may influence their ability to succeed in an assessment that requires written responses. Personal characteristics of a student, such as confidence and self-esteem, influence performance on assessments requiring oral responses. Finally, student performance is difficult to score reliably. Consistent scoring requires teacher expertise, substantial scoring training, and time [77, 82].

Using teacher questioning, teacher observation, and performance tasks to assess classroom reading assumes that content-area teachers understand reading assessment, yet few teacher preparation programs or professional development sessions attend to classroom-based reading assessment in the content areas, particularly at the secondary level. Content-area teachers need professional development in formative reading assessment that involves teacher questioning; observation; performance assessment; the use of records, checklists, and other means of recording students’ strengths, weaknesses, and progress; and how to use this information in their instruction. Moreover, the content-area curriculum must be altered to allow time for teachers to observe students as readers of content-area texts [77].

**Diagnostic Assessments**

Diagnostic assessments provide teachers with a more precise understanding of individual students’ strengths and weaknesses [78-80]. Diagnosis involves measuring, assessing, and evaluating a student’s reading abilities and then identifying appropriate content and learning activities that will facilitate the student’s reading development. Diagnostic assessment is typically administered, scored, and interpreted by a reading specialist, special education teacher, or school psychologist [78-80].

The ability to diagnose reading difficulties begins with high quality assessment instruments that are reliable, valid, and have the sensitivity and precision to identify individual students’ strengths and weaknesses in a manner that is useful for planning instruction [78-80]. Currently few such instruments exist for diagnosing adolescents’ reading ability [46, 58].

For younger readers, diagnostic assessments are typically performed by a reading specialist or special education teacher, who then shares results and instructional implications with grade-level teachers. Despite the lack of effective diagnostic reading assessments for older students, the classroom teacher, in collaboration with a specialist trained in conducting diagnostic assessment, can use the process of diagnostic assessment to determine the strengths and weaknesses of struggling readers [78, 79, 82]. In general, this process requires the specialist and teacher to work together to (1) assess a student’s reading performance, strategies, and skills; (2) evaluate the student’s performance, strategies, and skills in relation to academic expectations; (3) evaluate texts in relation to the student’s literacy and content learning needs; (4) assess and evaluate the student’s ability to learn and the optimal conditions for that learning to occur; and (5) design instruction that integrates information learned in steps one through four and that results in content and literacy development [76].
Collaboration with the reading specialist or special education teacher enables teachers to create a profile of students’ reading strengths and difficulties. Questions such as the following may be used to guide this diagnostic process [78]:

- What is the student’s current level of overall reading ability? Is this level satisfactory for comprehending the texts used in content-area classrooms?
- Which reading strategies and skills are strengths for the student? Which reading strategies and skills are limitations for the student? For example, does the student have sufficient mastery of decoding and fluency so that instruction can concentrate on comprehension?
- What other factors (e.g., a learning disability, vision or hearing problems) might be associated with the student’s reading ability?
- What are the best instructional conditions for the student? For example, whereas some students learn best when working with their peers; other students learn best alone. English language learners often need additional support and time to develop the vocabulary and language structures associated with particular academic domains and texts.
- What are some recommendations for the student’s reading instruction, both in the content-area classroom and in the reading classroom?

Evidence that addresses these questions should be derived from multiple sources [46, 82]. Examples of possible sources include diagnostic assessments used by the reading specialist or other professional assessing the student, teacher questioning and observation, performance assessment, a student read-aloud of a passage, a student think-aloud, and evidence of the development of reading proficiency in the various subcomponents of reading.

Teachers and reading specialists or special education teachers can implement these recommendations by using student profiles, continuing to assess as they teach, reconvening to determine whether the instruction was effective, and determining next steps [82].

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**

Studies are needed to establish reliable and valid measurement strategies and instruments to develop well-defined, evidence-based treatment interventions for all of the literacy-related components mentioned in this text. This text emphasizes strategy instruction because it has been found to be effective in helping adolescents read better. Yet a debate continues about whether or not the effectiveness of strategy instruction should be assessed by reading achievement or subject matter achievement [1, 79, 80]. These are important questions that need to be answered to move closer to accurate assessment of adolescent reading.

**Writing**

Writing is the ability to compose text effectively for various purposes and audiences [83]. Writing is a tool for communication and learning that allows us to document, collect, and widely circulate detailed information [75]. Writing also provides a means of expressing oneself and persuading others. Writing, however, is not just a method of communication and expression. Several researchers have found that, much like reading, improving one’s writing skills improves one’s capacity to learn [4, 61, 84, 85], and learning to write well requires instruction. In addition,
many of the skills that are involved in writing, such as grammar and spelling, reinforce and are reinforced by reading skills [66]. Therefore, teachers who can contribute to improving the writing of struggling adolescent readers should positively affect these students’ literacy levels.

**What Do Good Writers Do?**

As the demands of content instruction increase, so do literacy demands in both reading and writing. Students are expected to read and write across various genres and disciplines [58, 75, 86]. Skilled writers employ different types of strategies to help navigate the writing process. Skilled writers learn to be self-directed and goal-oriented. Good writers employ self-regulation strategies that help them to plan, organize, and revise their own work independently [33, 75, 83]. Self-regulation strategies include goal setting, self-instruction, and self-monitoring. Good writers are aware of and able to compose various text genres [33, 75, 83], such as narrative, persuasive, and descriptive essays.

**What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Writing?**

Students who do not write well are at a disadvantage because they lack an effective communication and learning tool. Furthermore, the inability to write well greatly limits adolescents’ opportunities for education and future employment [33, 75, 87]. Finally, teachers use writing to assess the content knowledge of students, so those students who do not write well often suffer academically [33, 75, 83].

**How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Writing?**

Several instructional strategies have been found to be effective in improving the writing of struggling adolescent readers. These strategies include using direct, explicit, and systematic instruction; teaching students the importance of prewriting; providing a supportive instructional environment; using rubrics to assess writing; and addressing the diverse needs of individual students.

**Use Direct, Explicit, and Systematic Instruction to Teach Writing**

Direct, explicit, and systematic instruction is the most widely suggested instructional practice for improving writing skills. Directly teaching adolescent writers strategies and skills that enhance writing development allows educators to build upon students’ prior knowledge and introduce new information contextually [33, 75, 83]. Examples of strategies and skills that can be taught across content areas include the steps of the writing process (planning, drafting, revising, and editing) and skills relevant to editing and revision (See Appendixes F and G). To use direct, explicit, and systematic instruction in writing:

1. Explain the writing skill or strategy and model how to apply it in writing in a manner that is similar to what students will be asked to do,

2. Guide students in using the skills and strategies in their writing assignments and provide corrective feedback,

3. Provide time and opportunities for independent practice with the writing skills and strategies, and

4. Repeat these instructional steps until students are able to use them independently in their writing.
Teach Students the Importance of Prewriting

Students need to learn the steps of the writing process (planning, drafting, revising, and editing) [75, 86]. Too often students do not take the time to plan before they write nor do they revise and edit after they write. Research has indicated that prewriting or planning, in particular, provides students with time to figure out what they know about their topic and organize their thoughts [88, 89]. Regardless of the content area, prewriting or planning is helpful.

In a typical ninth grade social studies class, students might be expected to write an essay or a research report on the industrialization of America. Prewriting allows students to think through what they know about American industrialization and what they might need to research regarding this topic. In addition, the organization of the essay or report can be planned during this prewriting stage.

The most common types of prewriting strategies taught are:

1. Brainstorming and making lists,
2. Developing outlines, and
3. Using graphic organizers [75, 88].

These planning activities can help students shape their loosely organized thoughts and ideas into a useful framework [88]. With brainstorming, teachers should encourage students to speak and think freely. It is only later that the most relevant information to the topic is extracted from the list created from the brainstorming activity. Outlines have the potential to become too elaborate for struggling adolescent readers, so teachers should encourage students to prepare less detailed outlines to help frame their thoughts [88]. These outlines could be only three layers with main topics, subtopics, and supporting details Graphic organizers, such as spider maps, series-of-events chains, and compare-and-contrast matrices, are useful in helping students to visualize connections between the information to be included in an essay or report (see Appendix B) [6, 88, 90].

Provide a Supportive Instructional Environment for Students

Writing skills are best developed with practice in a supportive instructional environment [83]. Providing students with substantial support at each step of the writing process is important to their success with writing [33, 75, 83]. Suggestions for providing a supportive environment for writing include:

• Make writing a regular part of the activities in every class, across content areas;
• Give students opportunities to engage in extended writing;
• Ask leading questions that prompt students to plan next steps in the writing process.
  For example, you might ask a student who has decided to write about cars but has not decided what type of writing to produce, “So would you like to create your own story about cars or persuade someone that one kind of car is better than another?”;
• Model a love for writing by sharing your work with students;
• Convey the ways in which writing will be useful to them in their lives outside of school;
• Connect writing to reading and other academic subjects; and
• Display the students’ writings in prominent places.

**Using Rubrics to Assess Writing**
Although this section describes writing instructional strategies that may be useful to teachers as they teach within their content area, it is important to address how the writing will be assessed. Assessment tools such as rubrics are available, and teachers should make students aware of these tools during instruction so that the students will understand the standards and expectations of good writing before they begin the writing process. In addition, students can use the rubrics to evaluate their own writing and the writing of their peers. Thus, the rubric becomes an assessment tool for the educator while also promoting self-evaluation, student autonomy, and student collaboration [91]. Rubrics are important in assessing writing because they do not simply attribute a grade or score to the writing assignment but detail a clearer understanding of strong and weak areas. This insight provides students the information needed to improve their writing [83].

**Address the Needs of Diverse Learners**
A “one-size-fits-all” writing program does not address the diverse needs that are encountered by most teachers in their classrooms. The needs of struggling adolescent writers vary depending upon their prior knowledge, skills, motivation, and level of self-regulation. Periodically allowing students to write about a topic of their choice is an important means of promoting individual diversity and tapping into the personal interests of students. Teachers should strive to motivate struggling adolescents to write by exploring topics of interest to them [33, 75, 83]. Teachers need to stress the importance, particularly in high school instruction, of the significance and usefulness of writing beyond the classroom and emphasize the value of writing in success in college or in the workplace.

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**
Although a review of existing literature provides insight into how to teach writing to adolescents, research is needed to understand how best to identify, prevent, and remediate writing difficulties. Research is needed to explore the role of the key literacy components (phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension) in the development of adolescents’ writing ability. Finally, additional research is needed to investigate how adolescents’ beliefs about their writing ability impact the development of their reading ability [33, 75, 76]. This type of research is important to promote a better understanding of the relationship between reading and writing development in adolescents and to design more effective instructional approaches to support overall literacy development in adolescents.

**Motivation**
An individual’s goals, values, and beliefs regarding the topics, processes, and outcomes of reading affect students’ motivations for reading [34, 92]. This implies that (1) readers are in control of their motivation, and (2) they have goals they are striving to reach by using reading or writing tasks [34, 92-94]. Motivation also involves self-efficacy, or the belief that one is capable of success. Previous successful performance in reading is critical to adolescents’ positive sense of self-efficacy in reading and motivation to continue reading [82, 92, 94]. Finally, motivation
for reading, along with background knowledge, appropriate reading strategies, and interaction with others, contributes to reading engagement. Engaged readers tend to enjoy reading and to read more frequently; reading frequency, in turn, is related to a number of positive outcomes, including reading achievement [92, 93].

**What Do Motivated Readers Do?**
Motivated readers and writers share several attributes that support motivation. These attributes include self-determination, self-regulation, and engagement [34, 92, 93].

**Self-determination**
Motivated readers and writers are self-determined; that is, they perceive that they have control over their reading and writing tasks. Even when assignments are highly structured and teacher-driven, motivated readers and writers understand that they have choices regarding how to complete the assignment [92, 93, 95, 96].

**Self-regulation**
Motivated readers and writers self-regulate; they direct their reading and writing performance toward goals that they want to achieve [92, 93, 95, 97]. Self-regulation involves understanding the subtasks of a reading or writing activity and employing strategies that aid in completing these subtasks. For example, if the assignment is to write an essay that compares and contrasts two characters from a novel, motivated writers ensure that they understand the teacher’s expectations for the assignment. Motivated writers also employ such strategies as taking notes on the two characters while reading, using a diagram to organize notes for the essay, and making an outline before writing the essay [92].

**Engagement**
Motivation can lead to engagement, and engagement can lead to increased motivation. However, a motivated reader or writer does not necessarily become an engaged reader or writer. Some readers and writers may lose their motivation due to poor skills or insufficient background knowledge of the topic [77]. Engagement involves the interdependent operation of motivation, prior knowledge, and effective and efficient strategy use in a literacy activity, such as reading a story or writing an essay [86, 96].

Engaged readers and writers are always motivated, and once they are engaged in a specific reading or writing task, take pleasure in it and are motivated to continue with the task because of the pleasure it brings. Furthermore, the engagement experienced in accomplishing one task increases motivation for future tasks of a similar nature [92, 93, 98].

**What Challenges Do Adolescent Readers Face with Motivation?**
A number of factors influence adolescents’ declines in motivation. As students enter adolescence, most experience changes in their beliefs, values, and goals that can lead to a decline in motivation [34, 93, 99]. Adolescents may lack motivation in school, but outside of school they may read magazines of personal interest, surf the Internet, and send and receive email. The challenge is to find ways to integrate those interests into classroom instruction to motivate students to use reading and writing to learn about and communicate academic content [64, 93].

For struggling readers and writers, this natural decline in motivation is compounded by the grading and grouping practices prevalent in middle and high schools [34, 82]. Grading
information (i.e., teacher-assigned grades on assignments and classroom assessments) becomes more important, specific, and pervasive. Grading information is used to make placement decisions, retention and promotion decisions, and as criteria for graduation. Adolescents realize that expectations have changed from mastering a subject or skill to performing well in comparison with others. They are also often tracked with students of similar ability for longer periods of time. At the same time, adolescents experience increased tendencies to compare themselves with their peers. Struggling readers and writers understand more fully that receiving lower grades and being grouped with peers of similar ability and background means that they are perceived as less capable than other students. As adolescents pay more attention to these comparisons, confidence in their abilities and motivations may decline [93].

How Can Instruction Help Adolescent Students with Motivation?

Despite many teachers’ beliefs that they have little influence on student motivation, teachers can influence and support student motivation by setting clear goals and expectations (setting a purpose) for reading and writing assignments, focusing students on their own improvement, providing a variety of reading materials, allowing students to choose reading materials, and providing opportunities for students to discuss reading and writing tasks with one another [92, 93, 95].

Set Clear Goals and Expectations for Performance

Adolescents’ understanding of a task and the work necessary to complete it successfully influence their motivation [92, 93]. If a teacher assigns a chapter to read for homework without letting the students know that they are expected to discuss the major developments in the chapter the next day, then students do not understand the “real” assignment, nor do they know how to complete it successfully. Goals and expectations for reading and writing assignments should be clear and specific. For example, in assigning a textbook chapter for reading, the teacher should be clear about why the reading is assigned and what students are expected to do as a result of reading it. Provide guidance by giving examples of strategies that students can use in reading the chapter and relate that to successful participation in the discussion to enhance motivation for performing the reading activity [92, 93].

Teachers may feel reluctant to implement the following strategies because of concerns over the relevance of materials that are not directly tied to the curriculum or to high stakes tests. However, if selected in a thoughtful and informed manner, the use of additional materials can provide more students with access to the curriculum and with opportunities to improve their literacy skills. Because high stakes tests are written exams, students must be able to read and write well to succeed. Providing students with activities and materials that can motivate them to improve their content knowledge and their literacy skills has the potential to facilitate struggling adolescents’ performance on high stakes tests [92, 93].

Guide Students to Focus on Their Own Improvement

Adolescents’ tendencies to compare themselves with their peers, which is exacerbated by grading and tracking practices at the secondary level, negatively influence their motivation for reading and writing in school [92, 93]. Helping students to set goals for their literacy and content learning and then guiding them to focus on their progress toward attaining these goals is one way
to improve motivation. In this era of standards-based learning and high stakes testing, teachers must also ensure that individual learning goals address content and performance standards.

Together, the reading specialist, the special education teacher, the school librarian, and content-area teachers can collect and organize a pool of reading materials that address standards-based content and are written at different reading levels. Specialists can also assist the content-area teachers by providing diagnostic assessment information and helping them use that information to match texts to students and to determine reading strategies and skills students need to learn. Teachers can then use these resources and information to guide students to set learning goals individualized to their reading abilities and content learning needs and track their progress in meeting these goals. Teachers can teach students to keep track of their progress through reading logs and progress checklists, which the student then shares with the teacher on a regular basis [92].

**Provide Variety and Choice in Reading Materials**
The textbooks used in many secondary level classrooms often do not hold students’ interests. Teachers can provide students with other reading materials that interest them and that pertain to the subjects that they teach. Teachers can start by conducting online searches for high interest, matched-to-reading-level materials. Books, magazines, and newspaper articles that adolescents consider interesting help them view reading as a way to learn more about topics that are attractive to them [34, 64, 92].

Self-determination is critical to motivation. Allowing students to select some of their own reading materials gives students control over their learning. Teachers need to structure and guide student choices so that struggling readers select materials that are appropriate for their reading level and that address the content they are learning [92, 93, 95].

**Provide Opportunities for Students to Interact Through Reading**
To provide students with opportunities for interaction, teachers can:

- Create opportunities for small groups of students to discuss their reading,
- Structure groups carefully so that students with differing abilities are able to talk about a common topic, and
- Offer different viewpoints or information on that topic [8, 92].

For example, if students are reading different materials at different reading levels on the writing of the U.S. Constitution, students who have read different selections can form a group to talk about what they learned from the different texts.

**What Do We Still Need to Know?**
Additional research is needed on the types of cognitive and developmental processes students experience to motivate them to read and learn. Teachers need a better understanding of the characteristics that they should possess to motivate students at higher levels. It may also be important to gain greater insight into what motivating factors must be recognized and taken into account in attempting to measure literacy skills for linguistically or culturally diverse students [95]. These research areas can shed more light on the link between motivation and adolescent literacy levels.
The Needs of Diverse Learners

Adolescents who come to school from diverse family backgrounds, with learning disabilities, or with diverse cultural, linguistic, or socioeconomic backgrounds and who have also fallen behind in their literacy development will benefit from the strategies addressed throughout this report. Many of these students, however, may also need additional support in learning both content and literacy. It is important for teachers to understand differences in students’ prior knowledge, skills, and experiences; differences in language or dialect; and differences in cognitive ability.

Classroom teachers must seek out their colleagues in special education, bilingual and English as a second language education, and specialists in reading development to understand the backgrounds and abilities of the students they teach. These specialists may recommend modifications or adaptations for particular students.

Specialists may also recommend strategies that support many diverse learners. These strategies include ensuring that diverse learners have opportunities to access prior knowledge and discussing experiences relevant to the topic or content area. Teachers should help students connect what they already know and have experienced to new material. Because diverse learners’ knowledge and experiences vary more than those of students who have more homogenous backgrounds, additional time is needed to explore differences and make connections. At times it may be difficult for teachers to understand where a student is coming from; however, it is important not to dismiss students’ ideas.

To address the needs of diverse learners, teachers can integrate the following suggestions and strategies into their instruction:

- Present text, ideas, and strategies in different ways. For example, when teaching steps for using a comprehension strategy, say the steps, write the steps, visually represent the steps, and repeat the steps [100].

- Break down literacy and content instruction into smaller chunks than you typically might. Provide more guidance and support when developing skills and strategy use and allow more time for practice [100].

- Provide extended talk time, particularly for those who are learning English or who speak a non-standard dialect of English. Provide opportunities for diverse learners to report orally about group or partner discussions. For example, include partner and small group discussions in your instructional delivery. Monitor the groups to ensure that all students participate [101].

- Model and provide instruction in academic English [101].

- Talk with students individually, asking them questions about what they are learning and encouraging them to explain and clarify their thoughts with you [101].
Conclusion

Countless middle and high school students at every socioeconomic level are struggling with learning academic content because they cannot read and write at grade level. To address this problem, all educators, including content-area teachers, need information on how to incorporate effective literacy learning strategies into the content-area curriculum. This document has presented, summarized, and discussed the relevant literature on adolescent literacy and has described promising, research-based instructional practices for improving adolescent literacy skills. Though the research base on adolescent literacy is incomplete, existing research offers some suggestions for how content-area teachers can work with struggling adolescent readers in their classrooms.

Some common themes have emerged from the research literature as effective practices for instruction. The most common suggestion made throughout the research surveyed is that teachers should use systematic, explicit, and direct instruction. When students experience explicit instruction on a specific skill, teacher modeling, guided practice, and independent practice, they are much more likely to become proficient at the skill being taught [12, 28, 35, 75, 83]. The second common theme throughout many of the literacy components discussed is the use of repetition. One way to ensure that students retain a strategy or skill is to review it in different contexts and with different texts [6, 16, 20]. Whether applied to reading a text repeatedly to improve fluency or practicing the steps of a strategy multiple times to master that strategy, repetition contributes to the improvement of adolescent literacy skills.

The improvement of adolescent literacy is an issue that all middle and high school teachers should be equipped to address in their instruction. To be effective, content-area teachers, must be aware of instructional approaches and strategies that can be used within their existing curricula to help improve the literacy levels of the struggling readers that they encounter. In this way, they will learn the content area. We hope that this report provides some of the information needed to help teachers better educate today’s adolescents.
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Appendix A

Think Alouds
When using “think alouds,” display the text either on an overhead projector or computer screen. Then read aloud several paragraphs from the class text. As you read, stop now and then to voice what you are thinking about as you read. The following five strategies for monitoring comprehension can be demonstrated using teacher think alouds.

- Identify the occurrence of a comprehension problem
  “I don’t know what this second sentence means.”

- Identify the comprehension problem
  “I don’t know what the author means by “the matter was not completely digested.”

- Restate the difficult sentence or passage.
  “I think ‘matter’ means the issue or problem. Now if the problem was not digested, that could mean that it wasn’t through or over.”

- Look back through the text to find information that may provide a clue to the meaning of the difficult sentence or passage.
  “When I look back at the previous paragraph, it talks about the argument between the parents on whether Bonnie should visit her grandmother for the summer, so the “matter” was whether Bonnie should visit her grandmother. That sounds like the best possibility.”

- Look forward in the text for information that might help solve the comprehension problem.
  “After reading the next couple of paragraphs, I’ve learned that the parents aren’t talking to each other, and so I know that my guess about the matter not being digested was correct.”

Student think alouds are another way that teachers can question and observe students’ reading skills and strategies. When students think aloud as they read, they describe the reading strategies that they use to make sense of a text. Asking students to think aloud as they read allows the teacher to uncover the details of students’ reading strengths and weaknesses within the context of content-area reading.
Appendix B

Graphic and Semantic Organizers

Spider Maps

*Spider Maps* are used to describe a central idea: a thing (a geographic region), process (meiosis), concept (altruism), or proposition with support (experimental drugs should be available to AIDS victims). Key frame questions are: What is the central idea? What are its attributes? What are its functions?

Series of Events Chains

*Series of Events Chains* are used to describe the stages of the steps in a linear procedure (e.g., how to neutralize an acid); a sequence of events (e.g., how feudalism led to the formation of nation states); or the goals, actions, and outcomes of a historical figure or character in a novel (e.g., the rise and fall of Napoleon). Key frame questions include: What is the object, procedure, or initiating event? What are the stages or steps? How do they lead to one another? What is the final outcome?
**Compare/Contrast Matrices**

*Compare/Contrast Matrices* are used to show similarities and differences between two things (people, places, events, ideas, etc.). Key frame questions are: What things are being compared? How are they similar? How are they different?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute 1</th>
<th>Name 1</th>
<th>Name 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Problem/Solution Outlines**

*Problem/Solution Outlines* are used to represent a problem (e.g., the national debt), attempted solutions, and results. Key frame questions include: What was the problem? Who had the problem? Why was it a problem? What attempts were made to solve the problem? Did those attempts succeed?

Who

Problem

What

Why

Attempted Solutions

Results

1.

1.

2.

2.

End Results
Network Trees

*Network Trees* are used to represent a problem, attempted solutions, and results (the national debt). Key frame questions: What was the problem? Who had the problem? Why was it a problem? What attempts were made to solve the problem? Did those attempts succeed?

![Network Tree Diagram](image)

Fishbone Maps

*Fishbone Maps* are used to show the causal interaction of a complex event (e.g., an election, a nuclear explosion) or complex phenomenon (e.g., juvenile delinquency, learning disabilities). Key frame questions include: What are the factors that cause X? How do they interrelate? Are the factors that cause X the same as those that cause X to persist?

![Fishbone Map Diagram](image)
**Cycles**

*Cycles* are used to show how a series of events interact to produce a set of results again and again (e.g., weather phenomena, cycles of achievement and failure, the life cycle). Key frame questions are: What are the critical events in the cycle? How are they related? In what ways are they self-reinforcing?
**Anticipation/Reaction Guides**

Anticipation/Reaction Guides are used to assess a class’s knowledge before the students begin a lesson. Students respond to each statement about the lesson twice: once before the lesson and again after reading it. The following information about dinosaurs is provided as an example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Before Lesson</th>
<th>TOPIC: Dinosaurs</th>
<th>Response After Lesson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinosaurs are the most successful group of land animals ever to roam the Earth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paleontology is the study of fossils.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human beings belong to the Zenozoic Era.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most dinosaurs have Greek names.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some dinosaurs are named for places in which their fossilized remains were found.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinosaurs ruled our planet for over 150 million years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinosaurs had small brains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inquiry Charts**

Inquiry charts are used to examine critical questions by integrating what is already known or thought about a topic with information and ideas obtained from different sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Area 1</th>
<th>Question Area 2</th>
<th>Question Area 3</th>
<th>Question Area 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What I Think</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source #1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source #2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source #3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Explicit Comprehension Strategy Instruction

Use explicit strategy instruction to make visible the invisible comprehension strategies that good readers use to understand text. Support students until they can use the strategies independently. Recycle and re-teach strategies throughout the year.

Planning for Explicit Strategy Instruction

After you have chosen a strategy to teach, think about how the strategy works. For example, when good readers monitor their comprehension, they know when they understand, know when they do not understand, and employ problem-solving strategies such as rereading and restating a difficult passage in their own words when they do not understand. Collect several passages from reading materials that you are using in your classroom. Assess the passages for opportunities to model the comprehension strategy. Put these passages on an overhead transparency or slide. Prepare to introduce the strategy, including a description of the strategy, why it is important, and when it should be used.

Teaching Procedures for Explicit Strategy Instruction

Phase 1: Explicit training and teacher modeling

- Activate students’ prior knowledge of the topic addressed in your selected passages.
  “Let’s look at the title of this chapter and a few of the subheadings. What do you think this passage is going to be about?”

- Name and describe the comprehension strategy you expect students to learn.
  “Good readers monitor their comprehension continuously as they read. We’re going to discuss and practice using this strategy to make sure you are using it when you read. When you monitor your comprehension, you frequently ask yourself whether what you are reading makes sense to you. If you decide it doesn’t make sense, you stop and figure out what the problem is and how to fix the problem.”

- Explain why the strategy helps comprehension and when to use the strategy.
  “We use monitoring comprehension to help us keep track of how well we are understanding what we read. You should use monitoring comprehension while you are reading, particularly when you are reading materials on a topic you don’t know much about or if the reading is difficult for you.”

- Model or demonstrate how to use the strategy by thinking aloud with the passages you have selected. For visible strategies, such as word mapping or graphic organizers, think aloud about your reasoning processes as you complete the map or organizer.
  Begin reading the passage, pause at several points and ask yourself,
  “Is this making sense?”
  Next, pause at a place where struggling readers might have difficulty and again ask,
  “Is this making sense? I’m not sure. I don’t know what this second sentence means.”
Identify what the comprehension problem is by saying, “I don’t know what the author means by ‘the matter was not completely digested.’ What was this ‘matter,’ and why wasn’t it ‘digested?’”

Read back over previous sentences that provide clues. Use the clues to make a good guess about what the phrase you don’t understand means. “Maybe the word ‘matter’ means the argument. I think this is true because the previous paragraph talks about the argument between the parents. Now if the argument was not digested, that could mean that it wasn’t done or over. That sounds like the best possibility.”

You can also read forward in the text to look for meaning clues.

• Repeat teacher modeling with the other passages.

**Phase 2: Guided practice**

• Begin to turn responsibility for the strategy over to the students by providing opportunities for students to practice the strategy with you. For example, after you demonstrate the monitoring comprehension strategy, you can ask individual students to try out reading and thinking aloud.

• Prompt students to pause and ask whether the passage makes sense. Have them check whether it is making sense by occasionally prompting them to summarize or predict.

• Ask students to continue reading and thinking aloud in small groups or pairs. Monitor the groups closely to ensure that they are practicing the strategy, not just reading aloud to one another.

**Phase 3: Independent practice**

• Continue turning over responsibility to students by asking them to read independently in class and use the strategies that you have taught.

• Ask students to keep a written log of their strategy use. Periodically ask students to share their logs with the class and lead a discussion about how students are using strategies. For example, have students keep a log of places where they used monitoring comprehension to identify difficulties and the problem-solving strategies that they used to help them overcome the difficulties.

• Continue to support students as they learn new strategies by circulating and reinforcing strategy use on an individual basis.

• Every few weeks, re-teach strategies that you have taught previously and remind students to use them in their reading.
Reciprocal Teaching

Description and Purpose
Reciprocal teaching is a “strategy package” that students can use when reading science, social studies, language arts, mathematics, or any other content-area texts. With reciprocal teaching, students learn to use the following four interrelated strategies.

- **Questioning:** Generating questions about the text;
- **Clarifying:** Clearing up confusion about words, phrases, or concepts by using the text as much as possible;
- **Summarizing:** Describing the “gist” of what has been read and discussed; and
- **Predicting:** Suggesting what might be learned from the next part of the text or what will happen next.

Reciprocal teaching is designed to improve students’ ability to monitor their comprehension and to learn from their reading. The goal of reciprocal teaching is to help students apply the strategies on their own. Research indicates that with extensive practice, students will master reciprocal teaching strategies and will use them independently for other reading assignments.

Teaching Contexts
Reciprocal teaching can be used with content-area reading material that is extended text.

Target Students
Reciprocal teaching assists all students to become better, more strategic readers.

Teaching Tips
When you first introduce your students to reciprocal teaching, use explicit strategy instruction (instructions are included in this appendix):

- Explain the four strategies,
- Model the strategies,
- Monitor students’ learning and understanding,
- Support their efforts to use the strategies, and
- Provide feedback.

As soon as possible, have individual students take turns as the class leader. As you gradually turn over responsibility to the students, continue to monitor individuals as they read, keep small groups focused on strategy use, and facilitate use of the strategies.
Procedures

**Teacher-directed phase**
As the leader, begin by reading aloud a short passage from classroom text or other material that students are currently reading. Then follow steps one through four below.

1. *Question the Text:* After reading the short passage aloud, generate several questions prompted by the text. Questions should focus on main ideas, not discrete facts. Encourage students to answer the questions.

2. *Clarify the Text:* If there are any problems with or misunderstandings of the text, clarify them. Encourage students to help you clarify these problems and misunderstandings.

3. *Summarize the Text:* When all questions and clarifications have been addressed, summarize the passage. Encourage students to help you summarize the passage.

4. *Predict the Text:* Based on the passage just read, previously read passages, and the discussion generated in steps 1-3, make predictions about the content of the next passages. Encourage students to help you make predictions.

Repeat this sequence of reading, questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting with several more passages.

**Student-directed phase**
Ask for volunteers from the class to take on the role of the leader. Guide them through the four steps outlined above. When students are ready, divide the class into small groups. Students who have assumed the role of the leader can be assigned to each small group to lead that group through the four steps. Monitor the groups closely to ensure that all students take turns using each strategy. Eventually all students will lead their group and use all four strategies.
Appendix E

Word Map

Biology

Humans → Biology → Zoology

Living

Study of
Appendix F

The PLAN and WRITE Strategy
Use strategy instruction to teach students to plan, revise, and edit their compositions. This instruction is explicit and systematic. PLAN helps students to analyze the demands of a writing assignment. It specifically helps to generate and organize possible writing content [102]. It is important to model how to use the writing strategy, to provide extensive instruction and practice, and to provide assistance until the strategy becomes automatic and the student can apply the strategy independently.

Teach Procedures for the planning strategy – PLAN

- P  – Pay attention to the prompt
- L  – List main ideas
- A  – Add supporting ideas
- N  – Number your ideas

Teach Procedures for the writing strategy – WRITE

- W  – Work from your plan to develop your thesis statement
- R  – Remember your goals
- I  – Include transition words, for each paragraph
- T  – Try to use different kinds of sentences
- E  – Exciting, interesting, $100,000 words
Appendix G

Summarization Strategy
Use direct instruction to teach students a rule-based strategy to summarize paragraph-length material [103] and carefully guide students through each step with the use of teacher modeling. Instructors should apply this with the whole group and with small groups and provide feedback. Then, have students practice these skills and follow-up with individual application.

There are two summarization strategies that have been found to be effective. One is the rule-governed approach and the other is the GIST approach.

**Strategy One – Rule-governed Approach**
The rule-governed approach

- Delete unnecessary or trivial material
- Delete material that is important, but redundant
- Substitute a superordinate term for a list of items
- Substitute a superordinate term for components of an action
- Select a topic sentence
- When there is no topic sentence, invent one

**Strategy Two – GIST (Generating Interaction between Schemata and Text) Approach**
The GIST approach

- Student is given an article to summarize
- The length of the student’s summary is limited to 15 words.
- As the student reads subsequent paragraphs of an article, the student must intuitively delete trivial propositions and select the macro level idea. Thinking about **who, what, when, where, and how** may help with this.
- Student must select topic statements to fit the 15 – blank word limit